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 The Sorghum Army Outpost                 Catalyst: 

                US Drought Monitor: 

               Grain Basis Maps:

   

NGSB/NeSPA Events:
Summer 2020 

Resources and
Initiatives:

The quarterly newsletter of the Nebraska Grain Sorghum Board,
the Nebraska Sorghum Producers Association, and the Sorghum

Army

NeSPA Quarterly Meeting - July 7,  York

NGSB Quarterly Meeting - July 29, Kearney

Sorghum Board Filing Deadline - September 1, 2020

           COVID-19 Resources 
NGSB and NeSPA thank our federal, state, and local leaders for their extraordinary service during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Click here for additional resources from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC):  
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CALLING ALL ENTREPRENEURS!!!
The Nebraska Grain Sorghum Board (NGSB) announced an
exciting new value-added sorghum product innovation
competition on Pure Nebraska today. ‘Catalyst’ is a partnership
between the NGSB, The Engler Agribusiness Entrepreneurship
Program, The Food for Health Center, The Combine, and The
University of Nebraska Foundation. The program is open not
only to University of Nebraska students, but also industry
professionals and non-affiliated entrepreneurs interested in
creating value-added products for sorghum that can be
produced right here in Nebraska. 
 
NGSB and the partner organizations will provide mentorship
and resources to get individuals and teams started on
developing high-value sorghum-based products for high-
premium consumer markets in the fall of 2020. Ultimately, ideas
and prototypes will be pitched to economic developers and
investors from around the state at the annual Sorghum
Symposium in January 2021. Products produced for premium
consumer markets will range between culinary products,
industrial uses, and even bioplastics. 
 
“The overarching goal of Catalyst is to increase on-farm
revenues by developing value-added products which utilize
special varieties of sorghum while at the same time creating
economic opportunities for communities across the state” Nate
Blum, Executive Director of the Nebraska Grain Sorghum Board
summarized. “This is a win-win-win for the University of
Nebraska, giving Engler and Food for Health increased exposure
to aspiring entrepreneurs, for communities across the state by
facilitating product and job creation, and for Nebraska sorghum
growers to potentially increase farm revenues through the
intentional growth of specialty sorghum varieties needed to
supply culinary and industrial sorghum-based products.” 
 
 Economic developers across the state are encouraged to share
the Catalyst information with local entrepreneurs. More
information can be found at:
www.nebraskasorghum.org/catalyst. 
Individuals and teams interested in participating in Catalyst can
email: sorghum.board@nebraska.gov.

 

Catalyst: A Sorghum-Based Product
Development Innovation Competition

Click Here

Learn More about Catalyst!

https://www.facebook.com/nebraskasorghum/
http://www.nebraskasorghum.org/catalyst


 Introducing: 
The Sorghum Army Outpost!

Now you can own your very own Sorghum
Army, Nebraska Grain Sorghum Board, and
Nebraska Sorghum Producers Association
apparel! 

Nebraska Sorghum has teamed up with
Lincoln-based Shirts 101 to offer stylish and 
 customizable shirts, hats, and masks. A portion
of the proceeds from sales benefit NeSPA. 

"The Outpost is an important tool as we work
to build brand awareness and consumer
demand in high-premium consumer markets,"
stated Nate Blum, Executive Director of
Nebraska Sorghum.

New items are added to the store frequently.
Check in often and wear your Sorghum Army
gear with pride!    

                    

Sorghum Army
Outpost

https://www.nebraskasorghum.org/the-sorghum-army-outpost


July 1, 2020: The Birth of USMCA and
Modernized Trade

     As of July 1, 2020 the US Mexico Canada
Agreement (USMCA) is officially in force. The
agreement replaces the North American
Free Trade Agreement, modernizing the
trade structures between the three
countries. Additionally, the new agreement
creates an even stronger trade bloc which
will be more competitive in the global
economy.
 
    The Nebraska Grain Sorghum Board
praises the leaders and negotiators from
each country for their diligent work to make
USMCA a reality.
 
You can read the text of the agreement
here:  

USMCA

https://ustr.gov/trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements/united-states-mexico-canada-agreement/agreement-between


The Nebraska Grain Sorghum Board (NGSB) praised the
announcement that Vietnam will resume importation of sorghum
beginning on May 1st, 2020. Vietnam boasts the world’s fastest-
growing economy, expanding at a rate of 8%-10% year over year for
the past decade. 
 
NGSB staff participated in Governor Ricketts’ trade mission to the
country in September 2019, working alongside Nebraska Department
of Ag leadership, USDA Plant and Animal Health Inspection Service
(APHIS) staff, the U.S. Embassy in Vietnam, and US Grains Council
representatives in Southeast Asia to encourage Vietnamese
acceptance of APHIS-proposed phytosanitary protocols respective to
sorghum. NGSB also thanks the United Sorghum Checkoff, Sorghum
Growers and many other sorghum-focused organizations also
contributed to the approval of the phytosanitary agreement for
sorghum importation by the Vietnamese government. 
 
“Increasing value-added markets for sorghum, whether at home or
abroad, is critical to the success of Nebraska sorghum growers, said
Nate Blum, Executive Director of the Nebraska Grain Sorghum Board.
“From bioplastics and ethanol to aquaculture and animal feed,
Vietnam offers many opportunities for this great Nebraska product.
 We are eager to further strengthen our relationships with end-users
in Vietnam over the coming years.” 
 
            Blum continued, “Many agencies and individuals worked on
reopening the Vietnamese market. The Nebraska Grain Sorghum
Board especially thanks U.S. Ambassador Kritenbrink, Governor
Ricketts, the Ministry of Ag and Rural Development (MARD) in Vietnam,
the United Sorghum Checkoff Program, the U.S. Grains Council, USDA
APHIS, and the U.S. Embassy staff for their diligent work to resolve this
fundamental markets access issue.”   

Vietnam: New Access to an Ancient Market

NGSB Executive Director, Nate Blum and
Vietnamese Ministry of Ag and Rural

Development (MARD) Director Nguyen Xuan
Cuong in Hanoi in September 2019

American and Vietnamese Flags at the
Vietnamese Embassy in Washington D.C. 

Governor Pete Ricketts meets with
Vietnamese officials in Hanoi in September

2019 



     It is important for any agricultural producer so stay
involved in their industry. So what is expected of you? I like to tell
prospective board members that you make of the position what you
want. There are passive members, super involved, and all in between.
The best parts of a quality board consist of all of those types of
leadership.

    I was recruited by a previous board member and they asked me if
there was any interest in me serving. What did I know about the
Sorghum Board? Nothing. But, I learned. Good friendships, mentors,
and the Leadership Sorghum program through the United Sorghum
Checkoff Program have helped me to build my skills as a leader and
think differently about my operation. Over my tenure I have had the
opportunity to branch out, meet new people, and get more involved
in the crop I love. 

     In all I firmly believe that I have helped other growers become
more educated, informed and profitable through the years.  The
Nebraska Grain Sorghum Board has an open seat in District 1 and the
Nebraska Sorghum Producers Association has two At-Large seats.   
I hope you'll consider serving with me. 

  

Opportunities to Lead: Consider Serving on the NGSB
and NeSPA Boards 

Research
Spotlight:
Molecular

Biologist Scott
Sattler

NGSB Chairman, Mike Baker

Click Here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kfW3rLKKmg


Outreach is a staple of what we do here at Nebraska Sorghum. We believe that lasting
relationships are built face to face. Frankly, we can't know how best to help our farmers and
industry partners unless we are working with them directly.

Like everyone else, we found our calendars to be oddly blank when the COVID-19 pandemic
hit. In fact, we had two months worth of meetings drop off within the first forty eight hours!
As a result, Nebraska Sorghum quickly turned to technology for a solution. 

Through software like Zoom and Google Hangouts, we've kept pushing forward. In fact,
we've been able to connect directly with more policy-makers and researchers during this
time than ever before. From conversations with USDA Ag Research Service scientists in
places like Manhattan Kansas and Peoria Illinois to conversations with Nebraska's
congressional delegation, current USDA Undersecretaries such as Greg Ibach, and even
former Secretary of Ag Mike Johanns, the effectiveness of our outreach has  increased
during the pandemic.

We wait (impatiently) for the days in the near future when we can meet with producers and
partners in person. In the meantime, feel free to drop us a line any time!    

Developing the Leaders of Tomorrow: 
 Internships at the Nebraska Grain Sorghum
Board Helps Young People to Grow through

Mentorship 

Outreach in the Age of 
Covid-19 

Hear what NGSB interns, Demi and Christine, talk about their experience working
with Nebraska Sorghum!Click Here to Hear 

Demi's Story
Click Here to Hear 

Kristine's Story

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOpqLKYebwU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jRGvNnckbi8


 Message from the Director 

Creating Economic Sustainability
in Agriculture on Farms of the

Future

American agriculture has an economic sustainability problem.  
 
In 2017, $208.2 million worth of production farm land was leveraged on bank books. This
reflected a three year high for farm foreclosures (Farm Foreclosures Rise as Trade War
Drags on, American Banker, September 2019). Unfortunately, the financial stresses
associated with Agriculture also resulted in a death by suicide rate of approximately 3.1% 
within the industry according to the Centers for Disease Control’s (CDC) National Violent
Death Reporting System (NVDRS) in 2016 (NRDVS, CDC, 2016). Meanwhile, persistently low
commodity prices, increasing costs for inputs, and rising land valuations further tighten
the vice that squeezes the average American agriculturalist. 
 
Over-reliance on the (primarily) passive commodity marketing system, coupled
with an agricultural arms race for increased yields is largely to blame. 
 
This is not to say that the traditional commodity marketing system is bad. It isn’t.
Commodity markets offer low-cost opportunities for farmers to sell large quantities of
product, much of which feeds the global export market. According to the Bureau of
Economic Analysis (BEA), this accounts for $535.4 Billion dollars, or approximately 1.5% of
the nation’s GDP (GDP by Industry, BEA, 2020). U.S. agricultural exports also play a pivotal
role in America’s diplomatic missions by offering aid and assistance to vulnerable
populations around the world.
 

Continued Below 

 

 
 
 



However, the hallmark of any commodity market is the inability of the producer to
control the price of their product.

Agriculture is no different. Many farmers strive to increase yields year over year, as do their
local competitors. This comes at the cost of increased price for inputs like technology and
fertilizer. Given the fact that grain in any given region is harvested and sold at approximately
the same time, local markets then become flooded with product. In other words, this “high
yield culture” necessarily increases supply while diluting demand. This leaves many farmers
trapped in a cycle of striving for higher yields to remain profitable, while increasingly
tightening margins, rising input costs and diminished market returns. 

Compounding the problem, many growers do not have access to value-added processing
options. While there is incredible value in the traditional commodity marketing model, it by
itself is not enough. The number of farm foreclosures and farm deaths by suicide are
testaments to this fact. The agricultural marketing model must be modernized to include
both traditional commodity markets based on quantity as well as robust specialty markets
which compete on quality over quantity. 

American Agriculture is stuck in an “agricultural arms race”.

The “agricultural arms race” is so ingrained in farm culture that farmers identify personally
their worth as a farmer by the amount of bushels per acre they can grow. This culture is
incentivized by highly coveted “Yield Contest” awards. While spirit of yield contests is one of
innovation and encouragement, the result often unintentionally reinforces the primary
economic problems facing modern farms. 

If companies like Apple and Samsung relied on simultaneously flooding the market with
product, while hoping for increased prices for that product at the point of sale, few
Americans would have a cellular phone in their pocket right now. 

Meanwhile, the relationship between the farm community and urban consumers
becomes increasingly estranged. 

Many consumers do not understand where their food comes from, leaving a vacuum ripe for
misinformation by groups that would seek to leverage control over the agricultural sector.
Farmers, rightly feeling threatened, often respond to unfair, emotionally-driven, and
inaccurate criticisms defensively; Escalating tensions while further rending our nation in two
mutually disconnected urban and rural populations.

Continued Below



Any answer to this problem must require a realization in the Ag community that
the American farmer will find greater economic value in competing not by quantity
of product produced, but by the perceived quality of that product. 
 
To foster economic sustainability for farms of the future, growers must incorporate value-
added marketing models, which engage the average consumer and supplement the
traditional commodity marketing model. This means designating a percentage of the on-farm
operation to diversified crops, vertically integrating processing of high-premium, high
demand products, incorporating robust traceability protocols, and increasing on-farm
storage. 
 
Semi-passive participation in large commodity markets for export and domestic uses must
remain a staple of American agriculture. Yet, ensuring that the family farm will be a viable
operation for the next generation demands the incorporation of a supplemental marketing
model which captures value by integrating production with consumer-ready processing that
is marketed with intentionality and transparency into high-premium markets. 
 
Nebraska Sorghum is working on solutions.

In 2019, Nebraska Sorghum implemented a long-term strategy of attracting, facilitating and
encouraging entrepreneurs to develop value-added processing for specialty sorghum.
Processing for products such as culinary, industrial, bio-fuels, bio-plastics, livestock and
aquaculture feed based in sorghum are being encouraged across the state in communities
located proximately to sorghum production. In doing so, farmers will be able to capture
increased on-farm revenues through direct contracting of specialty crops while processors
create economic opportunities in rural communities. 
 
Geographically, this model makes sense in landlocked Nebraska. Farmers here rely heavily
on rail and over the road transportation. At the same time, the state sits at the crossroads of
the nation and the intersection of Interstate 80 and Highway 81. Processors can decrease
their supply lines and ship finished product anywhere in the continental United States within
two and a half days by truck on average.

In June of 2020, the Nebraska Grain Sorghum Board (NGSB) launched “Catalyst”.

Catalyst is an entrepreneurial challenge in partnership with the University of Nebraska’s
Engler Entrepreneurship Program, the Food for Health Center, the University of Nebraska
Foundation, and the Invest Nebraska-Affiliated small business incubator known as “The
Combine”. The competition, focused on value-added products based in sorghum, will
conclude in January when the Catalyst participants will present their products to economic
developers and investors from across the state. You can learn more about Catalyst at:
www.nebraskasorghum.org/catalyst.                    
Continued Below



Nebraska Sorghum is also partnering with the software company, Hyxus. 
 
The two organizations are piloting a traceability app which is easy to use for farmers in the
field. The goal is to track and present product information directly to consumers. This
would be a large stride forward in bridging the gap between urban and rural populations
through direct connection to producers, increasing confidence in the safety of our national
food supply, and facilitating opportunities to better understand agriculture. 

One example of how agriculture is moving in this direction can be found in the Testing Ag
Performance Solutions (TAPS) at the University of Nebraska Extension. TAPS is a
competition that allows farmers to try new crop management methods without risk in their
own operations. Competition categories include not only grain yields, but cost of
production and marketing effectiveness as well.
 
Leading the way with sorghum on developing intentional farming and proactive
marketing strategies is important to promoting the economic sustainability of
the American agricultural community in its entirety. 
 
Sorghum, which has yielded nearly 15.5 million acres nationally to other crop production
since the late 1970’s. Rather than bemoan the decline in sorghum growth, it is wise to
recognize that our small size allows for incredible agility. 

Sorghum is integral to the promotion of water, wildlife and soil conservation. Additionally,
sorghum products are naturally non-gmo, gluten-free, and low on the glycemic index.
Typically, demands for these attributes is a cause of ire in agriculture. On the contrary,
Nebraska Sorghum believes that we can provide a limited scale example of economic
sustainability for farms of the future by listening to consumer desires, leveraging those
product traits, and capturing value through product processing that is proximate to crop
production. 
 
Sorghum is easily one of the smallest commodities by volume grown in America. Its impact
on the economic sustainability of American farms of the future may just be the biggest.
Keep your eye on Nebraska.

                                                                                  Nate Blum

                                                                            Executive Director
                                                              Nebraska Grain Sorghum Board
                                                        Nebraska Sorghum Producers Association


